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To Become Great
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James and John want to become great. They’ve put a lot of miles on their sandals
walking with Jesus. Three-years since he called them from their boats beside the
sea, to “follow me”. Savoring good meals, suffering people healed, storming seas
calmed, parables imagining grace and inspiring purpose, crowds flocking to his
vision for life together in God’s love, so much goodness beyond bounds of
assumptions about with whom we should associate, and expectations for what’s
even possible in society. They’re happy! They’re hopeful! They’re clueless about
what’s going to happen!
He just told his closest friends and followers for the third time where this journey
likely leads. He takes them aside, trusts them with what could be troubling insight
about faithfulness in this world. Maybe he’s trying to give an encouraging boost like
a coach in the final minutes. Maybe he’s trying to help them simply not be shocked
and paralyzed by consequences to come. Condemned. Mocked and spit upon.
Flogged and executed. Far more like Job, than Julius Caesar.
James and John want to become great, by sitting in special chairs right next to Jesus’
throne when he’s crowned to reign in imperial glory. “Do you even know what
you’re asking?” Jesus responds. This is probably where a chuckle of humor arose
among the first people like us who heard Mark’s gospel. They’re as out of touch
with reality as King George in Hamilton. As thick-headed as Abbot and Costello’s
old “who’s on first” comedy routine. They’re as silly as anyone who says we
Presbyterians have committees because it’s the most efficient way to operate!

So, what motivates James and John to make their request? Maybe it’s selfish
attempts to accrue power and privilege. Or maybe it’s fear twisting good intentions,
just wanting a way to keep life in control. Jesus’ prediction is not what they’ve
come to expect from culture and religion. In society they know, rulers arise by
might and manipulation. Highest honors go to those who cunningly seize power and
ruthlessly hold it against all rivals. Even their religion imagines a Jewish Savior as
one like King David or some other great conquering military and political leader.
And sure enough, in the very next chapter of Mark, Jesus enters Jerusalem in a Palm
Sunday parody of this sort of power.
Sure enough, James and John want to become great. Jesus sits alone across the
room. Now’s their chance! They sidle up to get the inside track on power, special
advantage in status and authority at the expense of the others.i “Hey, teacher,” they
whisper. Jesus answers (normal voice), “Well, guys, what is it you want me to do
for you.” That catches the attention of the other disciples who overhear—not every
word, but enough to get the gist. They’re furious. Maybe it’s holy morality. If past
behavior forecasts future success (or failure), it’s more likely their priorities aren’t
much better. They’re jealous, envious. Their friends and comrades beat them to the
jackpot, asked what they all wanted and intended, but hadn’t gotten around to yet.
Jesus sees the other disciples huddling, hears them muttering. He calls them all over.
And indeed, the Teacher teaches. “You know, Gentile rulers tend to Lord it over
subjects, using power over everyone else to accomplish whatever they want.
Whatever they deem best. Trust in their special abilities; they alone can be the
savior. Special agenda, plans, and purposes. Special accomplishments better than
anyone else in history. And the greatest among them with this attitude,” Jesus says,
“are tyrants.” That’s where such egotistical imagination, selfish expectation, and
narcissistic pursuits lead: tyranny.

As I listen to Jesus, friends, it seems tyranny can be a slippery slope. That attitude,
that self-centered orientation—we want whatever we seek. If that’s our personal
morality and priority. If that’s a prevailing value to guide society. It’s no surprise
that leaders who reflect self-aggrandizing behavior rise to power. In our last century
of world history, in all kinds of countries, time and again tyrants got elected by the
people. You see, friends, this way of thinking, constructing the world and how it
works at best can be insidious—to faith as much as anything else.
Seeds of self-interest can get planted deeply and grow within each of us—shaping
our hearts desire, guiding how we choose and act. And it’s all made stronger or
worse, when we’re afraid, insecure, as Mark tells us the twelve were, just before the
fateful request.
Friends, truth is, if we’re not careful, tyranny as an extreme outcome of egotistical
tendencies can arise in all of us. If in parenting we impose our desires, our
unsatisfied longings, our needs, comforts, pleasures upon our children, taking
advantage of them more than observing and discovering who they really are—their
personality and gifts. If in business practices driven by selfish success at others’
expense, profit for owners or shareholders gets prioritized too much over caring for
employees and customers. Tendency toward tyranny can arise in churches if one
person or group of people tries to gain superiority, special advantage and make
everything go their way—hymns we sing, causes we support, color of paint. And
yes, tyranny could arise even in our political leaders and government, if too much
power concentrates in one person, one perspective, coupled with condemning and
dehumanizing those who disagree, rather than valuing diverse voices and how we’re
all connected, all included, all to be blessed and flourishing.
Whoever wishes to become great, Jesus says, must become a servant. He flips the
script. He changes the rules of the game. He redefines good leadership. Humble not

vain. Honest and collaborative not self-absorbed scheming. Modest, reflective,
caring not arrogant, boastful, and narcissistically ambitious. A servant gets to know
another person intimately, caringly—needs and desires, relationships, how best to
empower abundant life in someone else more than self.
I come to teach, Jesus says, not how to be served, rather how to give life as a ransom
for captives. How to pour out all I have, all I am, all my reputation, legacy, ability,
not for my gain and celebration, rather to free other people from whatever ails or
confines, limits or takes life. Let’s be clear, Jesus doesn’t endorse slavery as passive
acceptance of abuse. He tries to convey how this intentional purpose, this decisive
choice we make to serve employs our whole selves. We give our hearts, minds,
souls, and strength to God so faithfully, we serve other people by loving so
generously, so unconditionally, so sacrificially.
Now, friends, let’s take a moment to recognize how this gospel differs from other
messages we hear. Especially some other messages in church. Maybe you’ve heard
of the “prosperity gospel.” The “Prayer of Jabez” made famous some years ago,
taken to extreme. Here’s the basic idea. If I pray hard enough, if I want it bad
enough, if I trust in God completely enough, then God will give me hordes of
camels and live-stock, land and family … Lottery sized 401K, four homes, and a
stable of cars like Gilmore’s museum.
I don’t want to be a party-pooper, but don’t we know where such thinking leads?
What about our beloved who just got that diagnosis? Even if we walk out the
hospital, what does that theology say about people next door who don’t? As we
enjoy our riches, what does it say about many others who work just as hard, who are
just as good? What about people who really know Job—could write it with their
own life story?

The prosperity gospel is James and John’s question time and again. O God, Holy
Genie, Divine Vending Machine, do whatever we ask! It’s one of the greatest
falsehoods ministers can tell, often so they benefit from people who can ill-afford to
pay for the deceptive promises. The Bible is no so-many-steps to riches and success,
becoming great as society defines it today. From first paragraphs in Genesis
compiled when ancient Jews were exiled captives in Babylon, to the vision of God’s
reign in the Holy City at the end of Revelation, through all the people in between
crying out for salvation, in dark and sin and pain, poor, lame, hungering for hope …
this good news is all about how God is with us in times of trial even desperation, to
bring new life. Real life in relationships of love, shared in flourishing community.
Even after all the good he did, precisely because the good he did challenged tyrants
in their seats of power, Jesus says, the son of humanity will be condemned, mocked,
tortured, killed. And he will rise again. God raised him. God will raise each of us.
Friends, we proclaim no prosperity gospel of false promises arising from selfish
desires. We proclaim good news of resurrection. We trust that even amid the
greatest suffering, nothing separates from God’s love. As God raised Jesus, and
breaks the power of all tyranny, God’s Spirit gives us courage to pray, to serve, and
to never cease until this world fills with peace, on earth as it is in heaven.
So, the question. The question is … not James and John: God do for me whatever I
want. Rather can we, with Job, resist seductive self-centered sentiments that others,
even well-intentioned, try to tell us? Can we, rather, humble ourselves enough to
glimpse wisdom beyond all we think we understand; to see Holy Grace among us.
To repent as needed and recommit ourselves and all our resources for God’s
holding, directing, inspiring, perfecting. The question, Jesus asks, is are we able to
drink the cup he drank, and share baptism as he was baptized?

Like James and John, we want to become great. We want meaningful life that
people remember, filled with joy and goodness, and that makes a difference, makes
the world a bit better when we’re gone. Do we really know what it is we seek? Jesus
says: “The cup that I drink, you will drink, and my baptism you will share, and in
God’s grace the honor of close relation with me will be for those whom the Spirit
has prepared.” Often, these words can be perceived with a bit of doubt, even a tinge
of threat. This week, I heard in Jesus’ words more promise for what will really
define us. Good news for me and you, when what may start as otherwise
insignificant moments of human existence call out greatness in our living faith.
We will be able to awake in the dark, weary hours of night, with our child whose
fever spikes, whose croupy cough rattles. And stay up cradling, holding, wiping
with a cool washcloth while the steamy shower runs like the waters of baptism
bathing in love. Or years later when teenagers don’t make the most healthy choices,
we will have the strength to face the anxiety, to care through the uncertainty. And
we will be able to support our parents, our friends in similar ways drinking deeply
from the cup of our common faith when the news we hear reduces us to tears.
We will be able to keep patience and compassion when kids without a stable home
or even a good breakfast that morning can’t seem to concentrate in class. And
beyond grades on standardized tests or performance evaluations, we’ll pour out
cuddles and kind words like loving waters that cleanse and renew at the font. We’ll
pour out our own money for supplies, like the cup of salvation served at our table.
Wherever else we go to work or volunteer, we will be able to see in customers and
colleagues, dear kin in Christ, the face of Jesus whatever their faith or none at all.
Whatever personality frustrations or friendships, economic success or uncertainty,
we’ll treat each person as valued, honored, with dignity beyond dollars exchanged
as each child or adult is named and claimed by God in baptism. We’ll guide tough

business decisions about staffing, compensation, strategic investment by the grace,
equity, and justice Jesus sought for all people with whom he shared a meal and
passed the cup of the new covenant in God’s peace.
However we get involved around here, we will be able to share the suffering and
celebrate the signs of resurrection, especially as Christ’s presence and purposes get
revealed in our work together, yes even in committees! However we get our news
and engage concerns of our time and place, we will be able to rise above the fear, all
that’s unfair, all claims of one to be superior; to resist egotistical tendencies toward
tyranny in ourselves and others; and to find together goodness of God’s love with
everyone, in which we’re all connected, all included, all blessed,ii even persons we
might too easily deem our enemies. And we will become the body of the risen
Christ, serving as if we’re at Jesus’ right and left, becoming Jesus’ very hands, his
compassionate eyes, his generous heart.
For the Spirit prepares us to walk with our Loving Master of Life and Liberation
in lowly paths of service free … in closer, dearer company,
in work that keeps faith sweet and strong,
in trust that triumphs over all wrong,
in peace that only God in Christ can give,
to become great in all the ways we live!iii
Thanks be to God. Amen.
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